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ABSTRACT  

 

PT. Taspen Office of Medan Main Branch on January 3, 2019 issued an announcement number: PUM-001 / CU.02 / 012019 On 

Registration in the form of biometric data recording and Pension Payment Authentication. PT. Taspen Kota Medan uses taspen 

online authentication application to authenticate the data of pension fund recipients. PT. Taspen regulates pension funds for 

Indonesian government employees, according to Law No. 11 of 1992 on Pension Funds, pension funds are legal entities that 

manage and run promising programs and provide pension benefits. PT. Taspen as the personal data controller of pension fund 

recipients is fully responsible for protecting and preventing data leakage of pension fund recipients in registering and also 

authenticating data through taspen authentication application. The importance of security to protect the personal data of pension 

fund recipients. The beneficiary of hacker crime is cybercrime which is a crime that uses computers connected to the internet, and 

takes a lot of victims, especially in terms of finances. Based on the results of the study, there has never been a leak and criminal 

acts against the personal data of pension fund recipients in PT. Taspen Medan City, the protection of personal data is very 

important as stated in the theory of legal protection by experts, legal protection as protection given to the subject of law in 

legislation such as legislation to prevent criminal acts. The purpose of this study is to analyze the rule of law of recording biometric 

data of pension fund recipients in data authentication through taspen authentication. This research method uses empirical and 

descriptive juridical research and its approach uses laws and regulations, theories and related norms. The government has created 

legal regulations to prevent crimes in the form of laws. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

 

The rule of law against pension fund recipients in Indonesia has been regulated in the legislation, pension fund programs in 

Indonesia held since 1992 under the auspices of Law No. 11 of 1992 on Pension Funds. The main purpose of the pension plan is 

to run and manage the Pension Plan to maintain the continuity of income in the old days. The rule of law governing pension 

institutions in Indonesia is contained in Law No. 11 of 1992 on Pension Funds, Government Regulation No. 76 of 1992 on 

Employer Pension Fund, and Government Regulation No. 77 of 1992 concerning Pension Funds of Financial Institutions. 

Starting from the Civil Servant Welfare Conference held on July 25-26, 1960 in Jakarta which resulted in the Decree of the First 

Minister of The Republic of Indonesia Number 388/MP/1960 dated August 25, 1960. In the decree, the Government stipulates the 

importance of the establishment of social security as a provision for civil servants and their families in retirement. Then on April 

17, 1963, the Government established the State Company Savings and Insurance Fund for Civil Servants (PN TASPEN) through 

Government Regulation No. 15 of 1963. The establishment of the Old Age Savings Program of Civil Servants is stipulated in 

Government Regulation No. 9 of 1963 on Public Servant Spending and Government Regulation No. 10 of 1963 on Insurance 

Savings and Civil Servants. Along with the increase in the number of Civil Servants and the wider scope of services, on November 

18, 1970 through the Decree of the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia Number Kep.749/MK/IV/11/1970 PN 

TASPEN was transformed into a Public Company. The increase in status from a Public Company to a Company is carried out 

based on Government Regulation No. 26 of 1981 made by Notarial Deed Imas Fatimah Number: 4 dated January 4, 1982 under 

the name of PT. Taspen (PERSERO) which organizes the Old Age Savings Program and Pension Program. 

PT. Taspen Medan Main Branch Office on January 3, 2019 issued an announcement number: PUM-001/CU.02/012019 on 

Enrollment and Authentication of Pension Payments, it is the company's policy to be obeyed by authenticating data for pension 

fund recipients through an online application called taspen authentication. PT. Taspen regulates the pension funds of Indonesian 

government employees, according to Law No. 11 of 1992 on Pension Funds, pension funds are legal entities that manage and run 

programs that promise and provide pension benefits. Retirement is also a method by which a person pays into a pension scheme a 

portion of his or her income during his or her tenure. 

 

The purpose of this research is to know about the legal protection of pension fund recipients' data in terms of authenticating data 

through online applications. Whether the data will be protected and will be maintained as it should be, what if there is a data leak 

seen from the development of today's technology crime rate is very high, one of which is data breaches such as hackers. Researchers 

are also looking into the legislation governing the matter, the main of which is whether the authentication of data for pension fund 

recipients through online applications benefits the public or harms the community. 
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B. BIOMETRIC DATA RECORDING POLICY IN THE DETERMINATION OF TASPEN AUTHENTICATION 

AT PT. TASPEN MAIN BRANCH MEDAN 

 

Taspen authentication is a process that aims to verify that the correct user data has been recorded in the database, in which case 

the user is intended to enter into a web-based application where the data is validated and matched accordingly with the data-based 

records. Taspen authentication is an online application, online application is an application that can be accessed using a web 

browser or web browser through the internet network or intranet, it can be known that a mobile phone that only has an internet 

network can access the online application. Many of these growing companies are using web-based applications in planning their 

resources and to manage their companies. 

 

Recipients of pension funds in authenticating taspen include electronic information stipulated in Article 1 Paragraph 1 of the Law 

of the Republic of Indonesia Number 19 of 2016 concerning Amendments to Law 11 of 2008 concerning Electronic Information 

and Transactions that Electronic Information is one or a collection of electronic data, including but not limited to writing, sound, 

images, maps, designs, photographs, electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic mail, telegram, telex, telecopy or the like, letters, 

signs, numbers, Access Codes, symbols, or processed perforations that have meaning or can be understood by people who are able 

to understand it. Regulation on Online Applications in Indonesia, one of which is the Circular letter of the Minister of 

Communication and Informatics of the Republic of Indonesia Number 3 of 2016 concerning the Provision of Application Services 

And / Or Content Through the Internet (Over The Top). In Article 1 Paragraph 5 of the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 

19 of 2016 concerning Amendments to Law - Law 11 of 2008 concerning Information and Electronic Transactions describes the 

online application of electronic systems is a series of electronic devices and procedures that serve to prepare, collect, process, 

analyze, store, display, announce, transmit, and/or disseminate Electronic Information. PT. Taspen Medan uses taspen 

authentication to authenticate data for pension fund recipients, as stipulated in the ITE Law Article 1 Paragraph 6 describing the 

implementation of electronic systems, namely the utilization of electronic systems by state organizers, people, business entities, 

and/or the public. 

 

The policy set on the recipient of the pension fund by authenticating the data through the authentication of taspen can provide 

benefits for the beneficiary of the pension fund, one of which the recipient of the pension fund no longer has to struggle to come 

to the taspen office, with the application of taspen authentication then the recipient of the pension fund only authenticates the data 

automatically through a smartphone. As well as the announcement that has been issued by PT. Taspen Medan city namely 

Announcement Number: PUM-001/CU.02/012019 OnEnrollment and Authentication of Pension Payments. the announcement 

explains the following: 

 

1. PT. Taspen (Persero) is developing a system of digitizing pension payment services to improve services to pensions and 

provide convenience in taking pension money /salaries by mechanism; 

a. Re-registration with biometric data recording of fingerprints, faces, and sounds or so-called enrollment. 

b. Authentication with smartphone / mobile phone is proof of the existence of retirees through the android application so 

that retirees are still entitled to receive money / salary pension. 

2. During the development of the digitalization system of pension payment services, retirees can still take money / salary pension 

as usual and there is no blocking. 

3. For recipients of pension money / salaries that have not re-enrolled enrollment can still take money / salary pension as usual. 

4. For recipients of pension money / salaries who have re-enrolled enrollment and have difficulties / obstacles in authentication 

using smartphones / mobile phones can still take money / salary pension by coming directly to authenticate in the pay partner. 

5. For recipients of money / pension salaries who are sick / udzur is not obliged to re-register, and to the family to provide 

information to the pay office (Bank / Post) for the service kujungan customer / pension recipient. 

6. Mr. / Mrs.recipients of money / salary pension to be careful of chain messages from social media (whatsapp, facebook, 

instagram, twitter, and SMS) that are not sourced from PT. Taspen (Persero). 

7. Information about the collection of pension money is only issued by the official website of Taspen with taspen.co.id address, 

SMS notification with Taspen contacts, taspen official social media (instagram, twitter, and facebook) with the account name 

@taspen.kita and official announcements signed and stamped by the head of the local Taspen Branch. 

 

PT. Taspen Kota Medan issued an Announcement Number: PUM-05/CU.02/042019 concerning the issuance of Regulation of the 

Director General of Treasury No. 19/PB/2015 concerning Procedures for Disbursement and Accountability of Pension Funds 

implemented by PT. Taspen (Persero) and PT. Asabri (Persero), hereby conveyed the following: 

 

1. To facilitate the collection of pension money, the recipient of the pension / allowance must register to be taken biometric data, 

namely face, voice and fingerprint for the needs of authentication (status of existence); 

2. Recipients of pensions/benefits must authenticate using a smartphone anytime and anywhere; 

3. The original authentication policy of 1-2-6 changed to 1-2-3 with the following provisions: 

a. 1 monthly authentication for veterans beneficiaries. 

b. 2 monthly authentication for pension recipients who do not have a supported beneficiary. 

c. 3 monthly authentication for pension recipients who have supported heirs. 

4. To the beneficiary of the pension / allowance that has been authenticated by using a smartphone can take pension money at 

ATMs anywhere. 

 

 

https://ssl.microsofttranslator.com/bv.aspx?ref=TVert&from=&to=en&a=taspen.co.id
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C. LEGAL ANALYSIS OF BIOMETRIC DATA RECORDING POLICY IN TASPEN AUTHENTICATION 

DETERMINATION FOR PENSION FUND RECIPIENTS 

 

In an effort to understand the policy set to use the online application for pension fund recipients to authenticate data in the form of 

new technology applied by PT. Taspen, with information technology-based applications. Technological developments in addition 

to providing benefits can also cause new legal problems that violate the privacy of customer's personal data because of data storage 

activities conducted by service providers, so that the identity of each customer accessing other important information is very 

potentially misused which results in a violation of personal data privacy. Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia 

Number 82 of 2012 concerning the Implementation of Electronic Systems and Transactions Article 1 Paragraph 4 describes the 

electronic system operator is every person, state organizer, business entity, and society that provides, manages, and/or operates 

electronic systems alone or jointly to users of electronic systems for the purposes of themselves and/or the needs of other parties. 

Article 34 Paragraphs 1 and 2 concern the implementation of electronic systems such as PT. Taspen as the organizer of the electoral 

system is enrollment and authentication taspen as described as follows: 

 

1. Electronic System Operators may conduct their own Electronic Systems or through Electronic Agent Operators.  

2. Electronic Agents may take the form of:  

a. visual;  

b. audio;  

c. electronic data; Dan  

d. other forms. 

 

Pt. Taspen Medan issued an announcement twice regarding enrollment and authentication taspen namely, Announcement Number: 

PUM-001/CU.02/012019 On Enrollment and Authentication of Pension Payments, and Announcement Number: PUM-

05/CU.02/042019 concerning the issuance of Regulation of the Director General of Treasury of the Ministry of Finance of the 

Republic of Indonesia Number PER-44/PB/2018 concerning the Second amendment to the Regulation of the Director General of 

Treasury Number PER 19/PB/2015 concerning Procedures for Disbursement and Accountability of Pension Funds implemented 

by PT. Taspen (Persero) and PT. Asabri (Persero). Policy that has been issued by PT. Taspen to pension fund recipients by 

recording biometric data and data authentication through taspen authentication application, in accordance with the rule of law that 

has been established in Indonesia. 

 

D.  CONCLUSION  

 

Recipients of pension funds record biometric data in the form of fingerprints, faces, and sounds or so-called enrolment in PT. 

Taspen Medan, in this case the user is required to use the taspen authentication application for the disbursement of pension funds, 

in accordance with the policy that has been issued by PT. Taspen Medan Main Branch Office namely Announcement Number: 

PUM-001/CU.02/012019 Concerning Enrollment and Authentication of Pension Payments, and PT. Taspen Kota Medan also 

issued an Announcement Number: PUM-05/CU.02/042019 concerning the issuance of Regulation of the Director General of 

Treasury No. 19/PB/2015 concerning Procedures for Disbursement and Accountability of Pension Funds implemented by PT. 

Taspen and PT. Asabri. 
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